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Thanks are due to lozef Nyka for his help in compiling these notes.
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here was renewed interest in the mountains of Nepal during 1996 with 82
permits issued. Nonetheless, there was a lower than usual success rate
with only 38 teams achieving their summit. Predictably, success and failure on
Everest and the other eight-thousanders still dominates the news. More
interesting in mountaineering terms are the small number of lightweight
expeditions doing technically demanding routes on lesser-known peaks in
remote areas.
Pre-monsoon weather conditions were generally good although a large storm
in May caused many fatalities on Everest. It was a year in which 87 climbers
reached the summit and 11 died. Post-monsoon conditions were considered
less than good, although weather in late September was better than October
and early November. High winds and rainfall were a feature of October and
November and several expeditions failed because of them. By Spring 1996,
4000 climbers had attempted Everest, 660 had succeeded and 142 had died,
or about 3.S%.
New Regulations For 1996 In January the Ministry of Tourism and Civil
Aviation announced new regulations to the peak fee system. These came into
force on I March and will be applied to all expeditions from the 1996 premonsoon season onwards.
Expeditions will be charged a peak fee based on seven members, with an
additional fee for extra members up to a maximum of 12. In theory this means
that no expedition with more than 12 members will be allowed on any peak.
Presumably this has been aimed at stopping large commercial expeditions.
However there is no restriction on the number of expeditions to anyone mountain! Currently Nepal earns about $90 million or 4.4% of its gross domestic
product from tourism, which is mainly climbing and trekking.
Fee 1-7 members
Mountain
$70,000
Everest/SouthCol
$SO,OOO
Everest Other routes
$10,000
Other 8000ers
$4000
7S01m-8000m
$3000
7001-7S00m
$2000
6S01m-7000m
$lS00
Below 6S01m
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Charge for extra members
$10,000
$10,000
$lS00
$SOO
$400
$300
$200
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The Ministry has also brought in a discretionary power which allows it to reduce
or exempt the peak fee for expeditions willing to attempt climbs in the summer
or winter seasons. It is also encouraging expeditions to attempt peaks in remote
areas of W Nepal which is a more expensive and difficult region to operate in.
Rule changes also mean that teams wishing to change their route objective will
be able to do so for an additional fee. On Everest, for instance, their will be a
charge of $30,000 for a team wishing to change to the South Col Route and a
charge of $10,000 for any other route on the mountain, while on any other
peak an additional fee of 25% of the peak royalty will be charged.
Expeditions to Everest will now have to deposit an Environmental Bond of
$4000 for garbage clearance. On other eight-thousanders the 'garbage bond' is
$3000, whilst for other 7000m peaks in the Khumbu it is $2000. The message
is definitely 'take only photographs leave only footprints' or forfeit your bond.
The Ministry however seems to be looking favourably on small expeditions
wishing to climb unclimbed peaks in remote areas and may be willing to reduce
or waive the peak fee - a welcome trend.
Ama Dablam (6828m)* Slovenian climbers Vanja Furlan and Tomaz Humar
climbed a new and direct route on the 1650m NW Face with four bivouacs
from 30 April to 4 May. Although sharing a common start with the line sieged
by the Japanese in 1980 the hard climbing was all on new ground. The middle
section of the route was particularly sustained, with long sections of steep iceclimbing at 60°_85° and rock-climbing up to UIAA V+ and A2+. An interesting
twist to the concept of 'combined tactics' was used on Ama Dablam. Their
base-camp manager Zvonko Pozgaj remained in constant radio contact, advising them on choice of line and direction. The route was dedicated to Slovenian
climber Stane Belak-Srauf. Descent was via the SW Ridge. This route was one
of the last great problems of the area and had been attempted by at least eight
teams. (See 'Ama Dab/am: North West Face', pp 80-84.)
During the post-monsoon season 19 expeditions were on the SW Ridge with
a total of 70 climbers reaching the summit. With a quarter of all expeditions
operating in Nepal on Ama Dablam, it has become the Matterhorn of the
Himalaya. A British expedition was defeated by dangerous snow conditions
on the unclimbed NW Ridge. (See MEF Reports, re! 96/9.)
Annapurna I (809Im) Three expeditions attempted the mountain premonsoon. A Korean team climbed the N Face on 3 May. Kim Hung-Sang and
Park Young-Seok, with Sherpas Gyalzen and Kaji, reached the summit from
Camp 3 and returned to Camp 3 in a 19-hour push. From within the Sanctuary
a Russian team failed on their attempt on the S Face owing to bad weather.
The most noteworthy achievement was that of Swiss Guide Andre George.
Having been on Dhaulagiri he then made a very fast solo ascent of the original
1950 French Route on the N Face on 15 May.
On 20 October a multinational expedition made up of Polish, Ukrainian and
one American climber made the first ascent of the NW Ridge of the main peak.
Led by Michal Kochanczyk, the route is said to be both 'logical and safe', but

* Editors note: The heights of Ama Dablam and other peaks in the Everest
region have been taken from the map published by the National Geographic
Society in 1988.
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more difficult than the W Ridge of Everest. The team, operating without Sherpa
support, fixed more than 2000m of rope above Camp 3 at 61 OOm. A Ukrainian
expedition led by Mstislav Gorbenko repeated the British Route on the S Face
in difficult weather conditions.
Api Slovenian climbers Dusan Belak and Janko Meglic climbed the SE Face
of this attractive peak in W Nepal in 4 days, reaching the summit on 4 November.
This ascent was done in pure Alpine style. As part of the Slovenian expedition
active on Api, Peter Meznar and Matija Jost climbed a direct route up the
central couloir on the S Face of Nampa, reaching the summit on 3 November.
This was a 4-day Alpine-style ascent.
Bobaye (6808m) Also part of the Slovene team, Tomai Humar made a solo
first ascent of a difficult line up the W Face of little-known Bobaye, reaching
the summit on 2 November after two days' difficult Alpine-style climbing.
Cho Oyu (8201m) The W Flank was under siege from no fewer than 14 premonsoon expeditions approaching through Tibet. 12 expeditions were successful
with 60 climbers reaching the summit between 2 and 27 May, enhancing Cho
Oyu's growing claim to be the easiest commercial eight-thousander when
climbed by its W ridge and face route. Guide Russell Brice made a fast ascent
of the mountain on 16 May, making the round trip to the summit from base
camp in under 24 hours! Norwegian Siren Greve was one of seven women to
climb the mountain this season. She became the first Scandinavian woman to
climb any 8000m peak. Post-monsoon the season was even more hectic. A
total of 21 expeditions attempted the mountain from Tibet. 16 expeditions
were successful with a total of 77 climbers reaching the summit.
At the end of September, making use of fine conditions, a Spanish expedition
led by Oscar Cadiach climbed the hitherto unclimbed N Ridge of Cho Oyu
with Austrian Sebatian Ruckensteiner.
Dhaulagiri (8167m) Expeditions from Korea, Switzerland, Romania and
the Czech Republic attempted the Normal Route on the NE Ridge. Korean
climber Urn Hong-Gil and Ngati Sherpa summited on 1 May from a high camp
at 7600m. They were part of a large Korean expedition attempting both
Annapurna and Dhaulagiri. The Koreans were successful on both mountains.
Hong-Gil has now climbed five 8000m peaks. On 4 May Swiss guide Andre
George made a solo ascent of the mountain before going on to complete the
double with a solo ascent of Annapurna.
A Czech team led by Michal Brunner, who earlier had made a rapid ascent
of Pumori, failed in their bid at c7000m on 16 May. The Romanian group did
slightly better, reaching a high point of 7800m on 24 May.
On 17 October Dutchman Bart Vos made a successful solo ascent of the
E Face to the NE Ridge.
Dhaalagiri IV (7661m) A commercial group organised by Phillipe Allibert
put five climbers on the top of this attractive peak between 12-19 October. Shortly
afterwards, the climb was repeated by a Malaysian expedition led by David Lim.
Dorje Lhakpa A Japanese team led by Yuji Ishikawa made an ascent of this
beautiful peak in the Jugal Himal early in the season. Three climbers reached
the summit via the standard route up the W Ridge on 15 March.
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Everest (8848m) By far the most interesting achievements took place on the
Tibetan side of the mountain. However, 15 pre-monsoon expeditions on the
N side meant more than 200 climbers in base camp. In the Khumbu it was
estimated that base camp was home to some 300 mountaineers mainly involved
with large commercial expeditions.
Perhaps the most notable feat was a very rapid and oxygen-free ascent of the
N Col and N Ridge by Italian Guide Hans Kammerlander. Havingjust climbed
the central peak of Shisha Pangma he and a small team reached base camp on
17 May and established ABC below the N Col at 6400m on 19 May. Operating on the permit of a German/Mexican expedition, Kammerlander made a
ski descent from the N Colon 20 May. In good conditions on 23 May he
regained the Col with companions and continued to a camp established by
Sherpas at 7500m. Carrying a light sack and towing his skis he left the tent
after only two hours' rest and set out for the summit. By 4am he reached two
tents at 8300m. Hoping to find a stove to make a drink, he was shocked to find
the body of Austrian climber Rheinard Wlasich inside. He continued on, passing
the body of a dead Indian climber. Once above the Second Step he found
the final 2-300m below the summit avalanche-prone but reached the summit
in clear calm conditions at 9.45am. He had taken a total time of only 16 hours
45 minutes.
At IO.30am he began his ski descent first towards the great couloir but icy
conditions made this impractical. Traversing across the face he was able to ski
around the bottom of the Second Step and regain the N Ridge. Strong winds
had made the next section icy, so that from 8500-8000m he alternated between
skis and crampons, descending in total about 250m in crampons. Below 8000m
he was able to ski all the way to the N Col. Here he changed skis and boots and
skied, on good snow, to within 50m of ABC. His descent time was 6.5 hours.
A round trip from ABC of less than 24 hours! This was his tenth 8000m peak.
The first Indian ascent of the NE Ridge was made by the Indo-Tibetan Border
Police Expedition. Three Ladakhi climbers, Smanla, Dorji and Paljor, summited
at 6.30pm on 10 May but tragically died during the descent. The second assault
party - a group of six led by Sangay Sherpa - reached the summit on 17 May
and descended safely.
A major success was achieved by a 14-man Russian team led by Sergei Antipin
who climbed the long-outstanding problem of the NNE eouloir between the
N Ridge and the lower section of the NE Ridge. Starting from the upper East
Rongbuk Glacier above ABC it rises to a shoulder on the NE Ridge at c8200m.
Although attempted several times and all but climbed by guide Russell Brice, no
one had previously reached the N Ridge by this route and continued to the summit.
Typical of Russian style, the Normal Route was equipped as far as the N Ridge.
The couloir was also prepared. Climbers Kuznetsov, Kokhanov and Semikolenkov
then climbed the couloir to the N Ridge where they found pre-placed oxygen
cylinders. They then climbed to the summit which they reached on 20 May.
On 19 May British climbers Matt Dickinson and guide Alan Hinkes with
Sherpas Mingma Dorje, Lhakpa Gelu and Phur Gyalzen climbed the N Ridge.
This was Hinkes' sixth 8000m summit. For Dickinson this was a notable
achievement as he has very little high-altitude mountaineering experience.
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In the two days prior to the British ascent no fewer than 16 people made the
summit via the N Ridge, including 53-year-old Sherpa Pemba Tshering. Italian
climber Fausto de Stefani made Everest his twelfth 8000m peak with only
Kangchenjunga and Lhotse to go.
On the south side of the mountain a storm on 10-11 May resulted in a welldocumented tragedy and the death of five climbers including internationally
recognised mountaineers Rob Hall and Scott Fischer, both of whom had made
previous ascents of Everest. As they were leading commercial expeditions their
deaths, along with those of several clients, focused the attention of the world's
media on the expectations and responsibilities of both clients and guides on
8000m peaks. (See 'Emergency on Everest', pp 133-136, and 'Commercial Expeditions',
pp 173-180.)

On 23 May Swedish climber Goran Kropp reached the summit via the S Col
without oxygen, after a bizarre approach to the mountain that began on 16
October 1995. Kropp, with his equipment, cycled from Stockholm across
Europe, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, India and Nepal reaching Kathmandu on 22
February 1996 after a 12,500km ride! He continued to base camp carrying all
his own equipment. He had booked the S Pillar and was so determined to do
it under his own steam that he walked parallel to the well-trod track through
the Western Cwm. Later he teamed up with two Spaniards reaching a point
just below the South Summit. They all returned to camp at 7800m from which
they made a second attempt on the S Pillar on 11 May, unaware of the tragedy
being enacted on the South Col Route. Kropp, with Spaniard Jesus Martinez,
then switched to the South Col Route where they joined Dave Breashears' Imax
Filming Expedition. On 23 May a large team including Kropp and Martinez
reached the summit in fine weather without oxygen. Not wishing to take things
easily Kropp then made his way back to Kathmandu and set off to cycle back
across Asia and Europe to Sweden.
Amongst those also making the summit on 23 May were Ed Viesturs, Robert
Schauer (18 years after his previous ascent in 1978), Araceli Segarra (first
Spanish woman), along with six Sherpas including Jamling Norgay, the son of
Tenzing Norgay, and Ang Rita making his tenth ascent without oxygen! A
South African expedition climbed the mountain on 25 May. Cathy O'Dowd
and Ian Woodfall reached the summit with three Sherpas. A third member,
Bruce Herrod, failed to return from the summit. By the end of the 1996 premonsoon season 835 individual ascents had been made by 672 people.
The post-monsoon period saw only four expeditions on the Nepalese side of
Everest. Only a South Korean expedition led by Lim Hyung Chil were
successful on the South Col Route when on 11 October two members reached
the summit. On 21 September an avalanche down the W Face of Lhotse killed
three climbers en route to the South Col including Sherpa Lobsang Janbu who
had previously summited Everest four times, most recently in May when he
was involved in attempting to rescue Scott Fischer.
Similarly there were only four expeditions on the N side all attempting the
Normal Route. Of these only a small Indonesian expedition was successful.
An international expedition led by Swiss mountaineer Jean Troillet arrived
on the mountain in July hoping to climb the Japanese and Hornbein Couloirs
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on the N Face. Conditions forced them to change to the Normal Route where
they reached a high point of 8300m. Troillet was hoping to make the first
snowboard descent.
Kahru Slovene climbers Bojan Pockar and Ziga Petric, who made an
important new ascent on Singu Chuli (Fluted Peak) in 1995, were killed making
an ascent on Kabru in preparation for an ascent of Jannu's E Face.
Kangchenjunga (8586m) A 4-man Spanish/Basque team climbed the N Ridge
reaching the summit on 6 May, following the Anglo/French line up the W Face
of the N Col. The expedition, led by Kike de Pablo, included Juanito Oiarzabal
and Alberto and Felix Iiiurrategi. Oiarzabal and the two brothers reached the
summit without oxygen in difficult conditions.
Lhotse (8501m) Jonathan Pratt with American Scott Darsney made only
the second British ascent on 22 May via the Normal Route on the W Face.
Chantal Mauduit, a member of the same commercially organised expedition,
reached the summit alone and without oxygen on 10 May - the first female
ascent of the mountain. Kazakhstan climber Anatoli Bukreev climbed the peak
in a single push during 16 -17 May, making Lhotse his seventh 8000m summit.
On 10 May he reached the summit 0 Everest acting as a guide, and distinguished himself trying to help and rescue others caught in a storm above the
S Col. Dan Mazur reached the summit on 23 May.
Makalu 1 (8463m) A large Russian expedition with 30 members led by
Vladimir Bachkirov needed three permits because of the' 12 members only per
expedition' rule for an attempt on the W Face (Kukuczka Route) and Normal
Route from the NW. Most climbers were involved with equipping the Normal
Route which was later used in descent by the W Face climbers.
From a high camp at 7800m four climbers (Nikolai Kogemiako, Vladimir
Koroteev, Ivan Plotniko and Gleb Sokolov) reached the summit on 19 May via
the Normal Route. On 14 May Anatoli Chlekht disappeared in the vicinity of
this camp. His body was found at nOOm. It was reported that on 20 May Olga
Chilemina, Zuev Sergey and Lubov Zueva reached the summit via the W Face
and NW Ridge.
Kangchungtse (Makalu II) A Japanese expedition was defeated by high
winds below the Makalu La attempting to repeat the French Route of 1954.
Manaslu (8163m) Four expeditions on two permits appear to have been
active during the pre-monsoon season on this, the world's eighth highest peak,
concentrating their efforts on the standard route up the N Flank first climbed
by the Japanese in 1956.
Mexican climber Carlos Carsolio reached the summit with his brother Alfredo
on 12 May. He was part of a large and very experienced Tibet Alpine Club group
attempting to climb all fourteen eight-thousanders. Carlos Carsolio becomes
the youngest and only the fourth man to have climbed all the eight-thousanders
after Messner, Kukuczka and Loretan. Four Tibetans (Tshering Dorjee, Ren
Na, Akebu and Pemba Tashi) reached the top on 3 May. For Tshering Dorjee
and Ren Na this was their seventh 8000m summit. On 4 May four more Tibetans
summited: Wangyal, Gyalbu, Lodue and Dachung.
Chantal Mauduit returned to Kathmandu from Lhotse, then flew by helicopter with Sherpa Ang Tsering to Manaslu base camp. On 24 May they
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established a high camp at nOOm. On the following day in perfect weather
they set off for the summit. Ang Tsering turned back at nOOm, whilst Mauduit
continued to the summit alone. Chantal Mauduit has now climbed five eightthousanders, all without bottled oxygen.
During the post-monsoon season the British Police Himalayan Expedition
attempted the peak, reaching 7650m. (See 'The Remotest Eight-thousander',
pp 7/-75.)

Nuptse (7861) An Amical Alpine expedition group made the second ascent
of Doug Scotfs route from the Western Cwm in early September.
Pasang Lama Chuli This attractive mountain close to Cho Oyu (formerly
Jasamba) had its first official ascent when a Japanese expedition led by Ohnishi
climbed the peak on 19 October. The following day Remi Thival and Arno
Guilaume with three Sherpas repeated the same route as part of a French commercial party.
Pumori (7165m) This is by far the most popular 7000m peak in Nepal. There
were at least five Spring expeditions, mostly tackling the Swiss/German Route
on the SE Face. A Czech team led by Michal Brunner made a fast ascent in
April. The 7-member group left Kathmandu on 30 March and established
base camp on 5 April. They summited on IO April from a high camp at only
5800m, returning to Kathmandu on 16 April prior to leaving for Dhaulagiri!
A Greek expedition led by Antonis Sikaris climbed the same route placing a
more conventional three camps. They reached the summit on 29 April. Dan
Mazur, leading a commercially organised expedition, put several members on
the summit between 28 April and 19 May including Mazur, Michael Pearson,
Dean James and Chantal Mauduit. A second Czech expedition also climbed
the SE Face by a more direct line than the Normal Route. Leopold Sulovsky
and Michalec Zeduak reached the summit on 16 May.
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